
 

Opticodec-PC is a audio and video streaming encoder that enables anyone to broadcast live audio and video across the internet, all from a single computer. With this program you can share your desktop with multiple sources while incorporating audio from any microphone or line in, while also working with webcam, microphone, or other devices.

Opticodec-PC Streaming Encoder LE is the perfect solution for broadcasting live concerts on YouTube or Facebook Live through OBS Studio without sacrificing quality. It can be used to stream to TwitchTV as well by utilizing the new RTMP protocol, which has been integrated into OBS Studio and most streaming platforms. 

*Broadcast Audio and Video across the internet without needing to purchase hardware. *All devices can be connected to any PC regardless of manufacturer. Outputs are stereo by default, but there are many ways that you can route audio. The software is completely free to use with no limitations or advertisements on your live broadcast or video being saved on any cloud servers.

Opticodec-PC Streaming Encoder LE has been designed for mobile use as well, but it is also capable of broadcasting through standard broadcast equipment, which includes television channels using the NTSC DVB-T standard. 

*Broadcast Audio and Video across the internet without needing to purchase hardware. *All devices can be connected to any PC regardless of manufacturer. Outputs are stereo by default, but there are many ways that you can route audio. The software is completely free to use with no limitations or advertisements on your live broadcast or video being saved on any cloud servers.

Opticodec-PC Streaming Encoder LE has been designed for mobile use as well, but it is also capable of broadcasting through standard broadcast equipment, which includes television channels using the NTSC DVB-T standard. Streaming Encoder Le is an improvement over the older Streaming Encoder. It was re-written from scratch with all of its features. It is also currently under development, which
results in new features being added every month to help users who are looking for more features in their video streaming software. 

Relatively low latency when broadcasting audio depending on the source device. 

Live Quality Analyzer - The live quality analyzer shows any potential issues that can arise while streaming. This feature informs the user if their internet connection is sufficient to achieve high quality streaming audio and video to viewers, as well as informing them if they need to adjust anything such as their audio/video drivers or other settings such as bitrate and resolution. Opticodec-PC offers a
wide variety of settings to help you control how your streams are displayed to viewers.

*Lots of features to help control how your live streams are displayed. *Customizable Settings for each Stream for better compatibility with all devices.

Opticodec-PC Streaming Encoder LE has been designed with the latest streaming standards which include the HLS (HTTP Live Streaming) protocol, RTMP (Real Time Messaging Protocol), and of course OBS Studio, the free open source streaming platform created by Justin.tv's Justin Kanew which is used by many YouTubers for its ease of use and stability.
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